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ABSTRACT 

Digital networks designed to handle voice and data traffic 
simultaneously must satisfy several requirements. In particular 
voice traffic should suffer only very short and infrequent delays to 
avoid clipping and data traffic must be practically error-free when 
it reaches its destination. [n this paper we investigate models for 
burst switching, a form of circuit switching in which each speech 
burst is assigned to a virtual (transparent) channel for its whole 
duration. We assume throughout that voice is given priority over 
data. Under this and other conditions stated in the text, we present 
formu las for the computation of the delay distributions for both 
voice and data traffic. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Digitized voice and data transmissions through switching networks 
can be achieved in many different ways. There are two extreme 
modes of operation: datagram-switching and circuit-switching. In 
the first instance, the digitized information is split into small 
blocks (single packets or datagrams involving a fixed number of 
bits) which are sent one by one through the network. In the case 
of circuit switching exclusive use of a channel is provided for the 
whole duration of a transaction between two end-points. 

Packet switching involves some overhead which includes the time 
needed for packetization and headers specifying the packet 
destina tions . In addition , since the packets of a given message may 
follow different routes through the network, the packets may not 
arrive in chronological order at the terminating nodes and a fixed 
delay of sufficient length must be introduced at these end-points to 
allow for accura te message reconstruction . In datagram networks 
the reconstruction delay may be the principal component of the 
overall end-to-end delay a nd some form of virtual circuit-switching 
may be used to decrease or eliminate its impact. 

Circuit switching is best suited for relatively long messages and is 
still the main approach used today in voice transmission. With the 
advent of new technologies, however, the assignment of a channel 
for the whole duration of a telephone conversation is wasteful. The 
speech activity (i.e. the proportion of time during which active 
talker generate sounds) usually falls well below 50% and so-called 
burst or fast circuit -switching systems are now being investigated 
[2] in which a channel (circuit) is dedicated to a burst dnly for the 
duration of the burst. (This technique, also known as Time 
Assignment Speech Interpolation or T AS] for short, was first used 
to increase the capacity of the transatlantic undersea telephone 
cables.) In voice transmission the reconstruction delays must be 
avoided. As a result the channels connecting any two nodes must 
have exactly the same transmission speed and, in multinode 
networks , all the bursts of a given conversation must pass through 
the same nodes . When compared to da tagram switching, this fixed 
ass ignment of a conversation to a fixed end-to-end route , 
however, makes for a somewhat less efficient use of the network 
ca pacity. But there is a compensating factor, namely that the 
bursts a re generally much longer than the datagrams and therefore 
more header-efficient. 

It is generally recognized that single-packet transactions are ideal 
for datagrams and that relatively long messages (speech-bursts fall 
in that category) are best handled on a virtual-circuit basis. (For 
intermediate modes of operation see Ref. [51.) 

In burst-switching systems, the talkers are not aware of the 
clipping and/or of the loss of their respective talk-spurts. Hence, 
from the talkers' point of view, the burst-streams are unaffected by 
the momentary states of the system and do not interfere with each 
other and the system appears to be of infinite capacity. In the 
telephone traffic literature, this situation is referred to as the 
"blocked call held assumption". From the listener's point of view, 
the delayed bursts that are longer than their respective waiting
times are clipped and those that are shorter than the time needed 
for a circuit to become available are lost (not heard at all). The 
quality of voice transmission is, therefore, directly related to the 
talk-spurt delay-distribution. In the sequel the terms delay and 
waiting-time always refer to the time intervals during which bursts 
-are denied access to a channel and may be either mutilated or 
even lost. We stress that the portion of a burst that originates 
when all the channels are busy is not transmitted unless queueing 
is allowed. 

In this paper we first consider the situation where the talk spurts 
that arrive when all the channels are busy are either clipped or 
even totally lost. Alterations of this sort must be relatively 
infrequent for speech intelligibility to remain of acceptable quality. 
This can be achieved by making sure that the talk-spurt access
delays are sufficiently short and, if necessary, by giving priority to 
voice traffic and/or recoding (such as dropping the least significant 
bit) . Allowing a talker 's bursts to queue up for a short period of 
time and/or recoding at lower bit rates may help improve speech 
integrity by reducing clipping. These are other possible options 
which we shall also investigate. By contrast data communication 
is not as adversedly affected by short delays but all the bits must 
be delivered as accurately as possible. Here we shall consider the 
case where data are transmitted only if some channels are not 
needed for voice transmission . 

The main purpose of this paper is to derive formulas for the delay 
distributions for voice a nd data. More specifically we shall obtain 
the voice access delay-distributions first when there is no provision 
for queueing and then examine the case where buffers provide 
limited waiting capabi.lity. For the reasons given earlier, we shall 
a lways suppose that voice is given priority over data. Information 
pertaining to the data-delays will be given in terms of the 
conditional voice busy-period distributions. 

We shall assume throughout that the voice bursts and data 
segments arrive according to independent Poisson processes. In all 
cases we first assume that the burst lengths are exponentially 

distributed and then indicate whether this condition can be relaxed 
or not. In pa rticular we shall show that the standard burst
switching model can be completely analyzed for arbitrary burst
length distributions . 

Space limitations makes it impossible to give complete derivations 
of the formulas . Full details and expanded presentation of 
numerical resu lts will be published elsewhere. 

2.2A-l-l 
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2. BURST-SWITCHING WITHOUT STORAGE BUFFERS 

In this section, we first describe the simplest traffic model for burst 
switching. The underlying assumptions are as follows: 

I. bursts (talk-spurts) arrive according to a Poisson process of 
intensity a, 

2. the burst lengths are exponentially distributed with mean set 
equal to I, 

3. bursts generated when all the circuits are busy are either 
partially served or not at all: they are partially served (i.e., 
some of their leading bits are lost) if a circuit becomes 
available before they terminate and are totally lost otherwise. 

4. access to the circuits is on a first-come first-served basis, 

5. the maximum number of unserved bursts at anyone time 
cannot exceed m, a fixed but arbitrary limit. 

Let c be the number of circuits and wrfjl Pn , n=O,I , ... ,c+m, for 
the equilibrium state-probabilities. Then 

where 

Pn = q'an/n! , n=O,I, ... ,c+m, 

e+m 
q-I = ~ Pn . 

n-O 

Next, let Wn (r) be the probability that a burst which on arrival 
finds c+n , n ~O, demands in the system must wait at least t 
before it either has access to the system or leaves it without being 
served at all. This conditional probability is usually expressed as 
follows (see Ref.[3]) : 

Wn = e-(c+I)1 c(c+I)...(c+n) ± (_I)k (Z)e-kl (C+k)-I . 
n! k-O 

This formula is not well suited for computation as it involves terms 
that a re a lternately positive and negative. It can however be 
shown that it is equivalent to the following expression: 

Wn (r)=c (+n)e-(c+I)1 ~(~) (I-e-tli(c+ I)-I (C +~)-I , 
n ~ 1 n-l 

i-O 

and the unconditiona l probability that a burst must wait at least t 
is given by the formula 

m-I 
W (t ) = ~ Pc+n Wn (t ) 

n-O 

m-I n n + 
_ -(C+I)I ~ E- ~ (n)(I_ -I)i( +.) -I(C n)-I 
- CPee ~, ~ i e c l n-i ' 

n-O n. i -O 

which is the delay-distribution implemented in the subjective-test 
simula tor. (In the preceding expression and in the sequel bursts 
a rriving when the system is in state c+m a re ignored and the p's 
normalized accordingly. The possible states at a rrival instants a re, 
therefore, 0, I , .. . ,c+m-I ). 

Two other delay probabilities are also of interest: the probability, 
Ws (r), that a burst is eventua lly served but clipped for a time 
interva l of length t a t least and the probability, WL (c), that a 
burst waits at least t but defects before a circuit becomes 
availa ble. Since 

Ws(t) = J e-u dW(u) 
1 

and 

WL (t) = J e-u W(u)'du , 
1 

we have: 

and 

The probability, Ps, that a burst receives partial service and the 
probability, PL , that a burst which enters the system is completely 
lost are given, respectively, by the formulas 

m-I n 
P = W (0) = _c_ ~ E-(c+n+I)-1 

s s c+1 Pc ~ n' c +1 
n-O . 

and 

P = W (0) = m~1 ~ [~(c+n)_1 - _1_(+n+l) _ I] 
L L CP e n-:'o n! C C c +1 c +1 . 

From these two relations we find that 

m-I c -(n+l) 
= ~ Pe+n' c+n+1 

n-O 

Hence, as one would expect, Ps is larger than PL if and only if, 
during periods of congestion, circuit releases are more likely to 
occur than defections from waiting positions. A sufficient 
condition for Ps to be larger than PL is that the number of circuits 
be at least as large as the number of waiting positions . 

For fixed values of a and c, the ratio 

Pt/Ps = c+l ~I ~/mi;1 an - 1 
c 0 (c+n)! 0 (c+n+I)! 

increases as m increases and, therefore, cannot exceed 

lim c+l ~ _ a_
n
_/ ~ an _ 1 

moo C 0 (c+n)! 0 (c+n+I)! 

n aU 
P(n ,a) = ~ l e-a. 

o n. 

The computation of W(t) and of its associa ted frequency function , 
w (r) = -dW(t)/dt, was ca rried out over a wide parameter range 
by John Cavanaugh and his results were used as an input to 
subjective tests of burst switching. [11 Some of these frequency 
functions are reproduced in Figures I and 2. As can be seen from 
these graphs, the shape of these curves show strong dependence on 
the parameter choices. Clearly the assumption often made that 
W(c) is exponential (or at least a pproximately so) is not tenable. 

2.2A-1-2 
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The behavior depicted in Figure 2 is particularly interesting and is 
sufficiently odd to require an explanation . To this end we note . 
that W(t) is a mixture of two probability distributions, namely 
Ws a nd WL with weights Ps and PL, respectively. The density 
functions Ws and WL corresponding to Ws and WL behave quite 
"normally". The following properties can be proved: 

I . WL is always monotonically decreasing as t increases, 

2. Ws is a monotonica lly decreasing function of t whenever 
a ~c+l , 

3. for a > c +l , and as t increases, Ws first increases, reaches a 
maximum value for some t > ° and then decreases 
monotonica lly. 

As noted earlier, the probability PL increases as m increases and 
we therefore expect the steady decrease of WL over [O,t] to have a 
more pronounced effect (even create the observed dips) on the 
overall behavior of W Ct) as m increases. This fact is indeed 
corroborated by the examples presented in Figure 2. 

ext we extend the previous formulas to arbitrary burst-length 
di st ributions except that their means are assumed to be finite and 
set equal to I . Leaving a ll the other features of the model 
unchanged, it can be shown that the equilibrium probabilities are 
the same as before (see Ref. [6]) . Furthermore let 

be the probability that, at a random instant, there are n bursts in 
the system and that their residual stays are XbX2 .. ·· ,Xn. Let H be 
the cumulative burst-length di stribution. Then we have [6] 

where 

P(I1 ,X I,X2,""Xn) = Pn IT [1-H·(Xj) ] , 
I 

x 

WCx) = J [1-HCuHdu 
o 

We now consider an hypothetical test burst of unlimited duration 
and let V be the probability that it waits at least t. Then making 
use of the identity 

V is given by the following expression: 

m-I n n [ ] [ ]-1 
vCe) = cpc [1-H·Ct)]C ~ ~. ~ Z ~~Z CC+k)-I[H·{t)]k. 

o n. k-O 

a nd the equilibrium probability that a burst must wait at least t is 
given by the foIlowing formula: 

wCe) = [1-HCtHv(t) 

with V Ct) as above. 

The probabilities Ws a nd WL can be expressed, as before, in terms 
of Wet): 

a nd 

Ws(t) = f [l-H(u)] dW(u) 
( 

WLCt) = J wCu) dHCu) 
t 

2.2A-1-3 

3. BURST-SWITCHING WITH FLOW-THROUGH 
BUFFERS 

In this section we consider a group of c circuits and assume that 
the bursts arrive according to a Poisson process of intensity A, that 
they are served in order of arrival, and that their lengths are 
exponentially distributed. Throughout the mean burst-duration is 
taken as unit of time. 

Input buffers are provided to allow the bursts to enter the system 
even if all the channels are occupied and we make the assumption 
Ceasily removed) that the number of bu ffers is sufficiently la rge so 
that losses due to all -bu ffer busy conditions are negligible. 

So long as channels are available, the bit streams of the talk-spurts 
a re not delayed at all and flow unimpeded through their assigned 
buffers . The individua l bits of a delayed talk- spurt are placed 
sequentially in a buffer a nd the bits of a talk-spurt that arrive 
when their assigned buffer is full displace the oldest waiting bits to 
accommodate the newer bits. Thus a delayed burst is served in its 
entirety if and only if its leading bit does not have to wait longer 
than G, the capacity of the buffer expressed in time units 
Cindividual bits cannot wait longer than G). 

Although the talk spurts are digitized and, perhaps transmitted on 
a time-division basis with fixed time slot-sizes, we shall treat the 
burst flow as if it were a time-continuous process. As far as 
burst-switching is concerned this simplification has no appreciable 
effect on the results presented below. 

As noted above, the bursts fa ll into three categories depending on 
whether they a re fully served, clipped and partially served or not 
served at all. Statistics for the latter can be investigated 
separately since we have assumed that losses due to buffer 
shortages are negligible. All the other bursts will then have 
service times which are exponentially distributed with mean A. 
Hence, as far as delays a re concerned, all we have to do is to 
remove from the traffic flow the bursts that are not served a nd , as 
we shall see, the problem is then reduced to a study of a delay
system with state-dependent arrival rates which we now proceed to 
derive. 

Consider a random instant at which q bursts that will eventually 
be served are waiting for transmission. The probability Wq Ct) 
that an hypothetical burst arriving at that instant would have to 
wait at most t is given by the formulas [3]: 

WqCe) = I - e-ct ~ ~ Cce)k = ~ It e-U Ilqdu. Cl) 
k-O k . q. 0 

This would be the delay distribution of a bursts allowed to wait as 
long as necessa ry to get served . Our assumptions preclude this to 
happen a nd the probability "Iq that the burst has access to a free 
circuit is equal to : 

o 
"Iq = J dWqCt) + J pr[S~t-6]dWqCt), 

o 0 

where S sta nds for the se rvice time. "Iq is the conditional 
probability that a burst a rriving when q other bursts are waiting 
for service will have access to a circuit. 

This last form ula is easily proved. The first term in (2) is the 

proba bility that a delayed burst is served without clipping. For 
this to happen the waiting time must not exceed 6, the capacity of 
the buffer. The integrand of the second term is equal to the 

(infinitesimal) probability that the delay falls between t and 
t a nd t +dt and that, at time t , bits are stiIl in the buffer waiting 
to be served. The second integra l is thus equal to the probability 
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that a burst is clipped but eventually reaches a circuit for partial 
service. 

By means of (I) we obtain the following expression for 'Yq: 

'Yq = 1.-1 e-U p.qdu + -4 [_C_]q+l j e-U p.q du (3) 
q. 0 q. c+l 0<C+1) 

~ 1 - [1 + cO + (cO), + ... (c:~q ] ,-" 

[ ] 

q+l [ 2 
+ ;+1 1+(c+1)8 + [(c ~~)8] + 

... + [(c+18F + [(c+I)8]q le-co. 
q! 

Let N be the number of bursts either waiting or being served at a 
random instant. We stress that the bursts that do not get any 
service are instantly dismissed and are not counted. Let 

Pn = Pr [N = n] 

The equilibrium state probabilities, Pn, n 
readily found: 

0,1, . .. , are then 

An 
Pn=Po -;;! , n=O,I, ... ,c, 

Ac+q 'Yo 'YI 'Y 
P~+q = Po 7 cq q, q = 0,1, ... , 

where Po is such that ~ Pn -=- I. 
n-O 

(4) 

The preceding formulas allow us to compute the following 
quantities: 
(j) the probability, PL , that a burst is not served at all 

{i.e. entirely lost} : 

PL = ~ Pc+q (I-'Yq] , 
q-O 

(j i) the probability, Ps , that a burst is served without 
clipping 

Ps = c~ Pn + ~ Pc+q [ I _ ± (c{)),m .e-CO } , 

n-O q-O m-o m. 

(jii) the probability, Pes, that a burst is served but clipped 

P = '" [_C_]q+1 [I _ ~ [(c +I)8]m - co ] 
cs ~ Pc+q +1 ~ 1 e 

q-o C m-O m. 

(iv) the probability, W{t) , that a burst is delayed 
and eventually served after waiting at most t: 

(5) 

Wet) = ~ Pc+q Wq (t) 
q-O 

(8a) 

'" [I ~ (CC)n -cl 1 ~ Pc+q - ~ --, - e , 
q-O n-O n . 

if 0 ~t ~ 8 

and 

2.2A-1-4 

I 

Wet) = W(8) + ~ Pc+q J e-(u-O)dW(u) (8b) 
q-O 0 

= W(8) + ~ Pc+q [_c_]q 
q-O c+l 

1 
~ [(c+1)8]n e-CO _ ~ [(c+l)t]n } 
~ ~ ..:...:.:'-'-.:...:...:.-=-- e-CI 

, t ~8. 
n-O n! n-O n! 

4. BURST-SWITCHING WITH FLUSHING BUFFERS 

The models of. this and of the preceding sections differ only as far 
as buffer clearing is concerned. There the buffers are no longer 
emptied bit-by-bit as the need to accommodate new bits arises: we 
shall now assume that the buffers are instantaneously freed of 
their entire content as soon as their capacity is exceeded. The 
analysis that follows is similar to that of Section 2 and we shall 
retain the notation used there, adding however stars to quantities 
that may differ numerically. 

The probability, 'Y* q , that a burst arriving when q other bursts 
are waiting is eventually served is now given by the formula: 

o 00 

'Y*q = J dWq (t) + J Pr [s ~ [t/81.8] dWq (r) 
o 0 

where [t /8] is equal to the largest integer th~ t does not exceed t /8 

Let 
I (n+I)O!c 

IIqn = I J e-u uq duo 
q. nO!c 

Then 

'Y* q = ~ IIqn e-nO 

n-O 
(I 0) 

and the equilibrium state probabilities are now given by the 
formulas 

p. = • ~ -
n Po n! ,n - 0,1,00 ', c, 

where Po is such that ~ P; = 1. 
n-O 

The probabilities pl' P; are given by formulas (5) , (6) and (7) , 
respectively, with the p's replaced by the P ·'s of this section. 

Finally we note that 

W· (t) = ~ P;+q Wq (t) if 0 = t ~ 8 
q-O 

W· (t) = w· (8) + ~ Pc+q 50/ e-[uIOI.O dWq (u) 
q-O 

1
[//01-1 (n+J)O 

= W· (8) + ~ P;+q ~ e-nO J dWq (u) 
q-O n - I nO 
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+ e-(n+J)O J dWq (U)}. 
(n+1l0 

5. ON THE IMPACT OF ROUTING 

In this section we show how the delay distribution can be 
computed when the end-to-end connections can be established via 
different sets of nodes. The following considerations are restricted 
to the case where two routes (referred to as route 1 and 2, 
respectively) are available to set up a new call, each new call being 
assigned to the route with the least amount of traffic. 

Let p(n,m) be the equilibrium probability that there are n calls in 
progress on route I and m calls in progress on route 2. Assuming 
the input to be random with intensity 2,\ and the burst-lengths to 
be exponentially distributed, we then have the following set of 
equilibrium equations: 

(2'\+n+m)p(n,m) = (n+l)p(n+l,m) 
+ (m + I ) P (n ,m + J) + 2,\p (n - 1 ,m) , n -I < m, 

(2'\+n+m)p (n,m) = (n+l)p (n+l,m) 
+ (m + J) P (n,m + I) + 2,\p (n,m - I) , m-I < n, 

(2'\+n+m)p(n,m) = (n+l)p(n+l,m) 
+ (m + I) P (n ,m + J) +'\p (n -I,m) , n -I = m, 

(2'\+n+m)p (n,m) = (n+ l)p (n+ I ,m) 
+ (m + I ) P (n ,m + J) +'\p (n ,m - I) ,n = m-I. 

By themselves these equations cannot be solve recursively but we 
ca n proceed as follows . Let 

G(x ,y ) = ~p(n,m)xnym . 
n,m 

Under the present assumptions, G is a symmetric function of x and 
y and it is then readily proved that it satisfies the following partial 
differential equation of the first order: 

'\(2-x - y )G (x ,y ) + (x- J)aG (x ,y )lax + (y- l)aG (x,y ) lay =0 

whose general solution is of the form 

G(x,y ) = e-X(2-x - Y)I(u) , U = (1-x)/(1-y), 

and where f is an arbitrary function of u. 

By Faa di Bruno formula (see Ref. [5]) we have 

anG(~ ,y ) 1 = ± [~) ,\n-k [akf~) 1 
ox x-y-O k - O ox u - I 

and 

where j'k == [ dkj'Cu)/du k Ju - " k = k,+k 2+ ... k n and the sum 
over all solutions in non-negative integers of 

2.2A-1-5 

k l +2k 2+ .. . +nkn = n. 

Since G is a symmetric function of its arguments we must have 

so that 

~[kl ~.-k [ Hlk J. - ~ kl!+k~!.fk. + k.! 1 ' (IJ) 

n=I,2,3, '" . 

Let Ln,k be the coefficient of fk in the summation of the 
preceding equation. It can be shown that 

Ln+I ,k = (n+k) Ln ,k + Ln ,k-I ,n ~k . 

Since LI ,I = I and LI J = 0 for j > I , the ik are Lah's numbers 
taken positively (see Ref. [4]) 

Relations (1 I) , together with the equilibrium state equations, can 
be used to compute the state probabilities step-by-step and the 
delay distribution can be determined as in Section 2. The details 
are omitted . 

Clearly the probabilities 

Pk - ~ p(n,m) 
n+m - k 

are independent of the burst-length distribution but the p(n,m)'s 
do depend on that distribution . The results of this section should, 
however, provide useful information on the impact of routing. They 
could also be used iteratively to obtain bounds for the cases where 
there are more than two routes . 

6. DATA-HANDLING CAPABILITIES 

Since we have assumed that voice is always given prIOrIty over 
data, 'several parameters and distributions pertaining to the latter 
are readily obtained: 

1. The equilibrium distribution of the maximum amount of 
data-traffic that can be carried at any instant. 

2. The distribution of the time intervals when at least one 
channel is not occupied by voice traffic and during which 
data may be transmitted. 

3. The distribution of the maximum amount of traffic that can 
be transmitted during such intervals. 

Insight into the delays encountered by the data-traffic may be 
gained by considering the voice busy-period distribution. Let 
WD (t) be the probability that a data-packet or segment has to 

wait at least t and let B (t) be the complementary distribution of 
the voice busy period . Then we always have : 

WD ~ B (I) , for 1 ~ 0 . 

The distribution 8(t) is given by the formula 

B (t) = exp [ -(c+'\) + ,\(1 -e- X ) ] 

The exact cumulative waiting-time distribution of the leading bit 
of a data segment is related to 8(t). If we designate it by W(I) 
we have: 
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00 I 

W(t) = 2; Pe+; f Fe,; (t-y) d(I-Be(y» 
;-0 0 

where Fe ; stands for the distribution of the first return to state c 
from state c+i. Either of the two preceding distributions can be 
used to decide whether the delays suffered by the data traffic are 
of acceptable magnitude or not. 

7. SUMMARY 

In this paper we have described the main features and options of 
burst switching. We have also presented several formulas that can 
be used -
and are being used - to analyze the performance of burst 

switching systems from a traffic point of view. Results of this 
investigation will appear in a more comprehensive document. 
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